Welcome to Bury St Edmunds!

This picturesque market town has the perfect combination of great architecture, local food and drink, a lively shopping centre, interesting history, art galleries and museums, and a range of activities to suit all ages. Bury St Edmunds is a first choice shopping destination and with the opening of the new shopping area in the town, housing a truly eye-catching offering, the town has even more to offer.

Housing a truly eye-catching offering, the town has even more to offer. Debenhams department store as well as popular fashion and international labels have been enhanced by the arrival of the new shopping area for the town. This picturesque market town has the perfect combination of great architecture, local food and drink, a lively shopping centre, interesting history, art galleries and museums, and a range of activities to suit all ages. Bury St Edmunds is a first choice shopping destination and with the opening of the new shopping area in the town, housing a truly eye-catching offering, the town has even more to offer.

Business is booming in Bury St Edmunds with hundreds of visitors and locals strolling around the historic town with its echoes of the past going back to Norman times and ahead to the 24th May, thousands of visitors will be enjoying street theatre, classical music, cinema, theatre and jazz. And then, to top it all, there’s three fantastic nights in the Abbey Gateway – the last remaining maltings in the town – the last remaining maltings in the town – the last remaining maltings in the town – the last remaining maltings in the town – the last remaining maltings in the town – the last remaining maltings in the town – the last remaining maltings in the town – the last remaining maltings in the town.
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The Bury Festival fills the town with performers and music for 17 days in 2009. Modeled on the success of the Guildford Festival, the Bury Festival is the largest of its kind in the eastern region – is still thriving.
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